
Deep Pearl Records are excited to to be able to announce the eagerly awaited release of ‘Voices from the Underground’. The third 
album of Australian singer-songwriter Marisa Yeaman. 

Marisa’s new self produced album is introspective, yet world encompassing, looking not just at her personal journey, but also how she 
sees the state of the world. Being self produced, ‘Voices from the Underground’ is pure ‘Marisa Yeaman’, carved directly from the 
writer’s vision to you.

Yeaman is known for cutting close to the bone in song, and this new album is no exception. ’Straggler in the Human Race’ speaks 
openly of how it feels to be an artist in times driven by a quick buck mentality. Marisa had her eyes opened early to the wealth of a life 
lived outside the lines, and to the often unseen beauty of life. Spending years as a young child travelling with her family around  
Australia, instilled in her a love for the ‘characters of circumstance’ that live amongst us everyday.

Marisa says “The songs on ‘Voices’ dig underneath the superficiality of everyday life to celebrate the ‘core of creativity’ and/or the 
beauty of the human soul. In our busy existence, more and more we seem to take for granted the small things.” She shows through 
song, that people who stand out in society as different, and don’t act as they are expected to, are often the ones that make some of the 
biggest differences in our lives. This is evident in the tracks ‘Galileo’, ‘Nightingale’ and  ‘Montmartre Tonight’. Her songs pose  
several questions, “Is a thing of beauty valued, if it serves no commercial purpose? Is there meaning without art?, Is the safe path 
always the right path”? 

The smoke and dark cafe feel of ‘Nighthawks Lament’ addresses the current state of the music world, and how art itself has gone  
underground, being replaced by corporate business interests. ‘Warm night in Austin’ talks about finding musical sympatico in Austin, 
Texas. ‘Age of Discovery’ speaks of reaching out and being open to change, which is fitting considering Marisa recently relocated to 
Holland from Australia to explore new musical worlds.

This collection of songs is brought to life with the help of some of Australia’s finest musicians. Marisa’s trademark is of predominately 
acoustic treatments, and the sound of real players through the microphone. At the core of the album Marisa is joined by  
multi-instrumentalist Dave Steel who is quietly spoken, but speaks in volumes with his playing. Read the liner notes and you will see a 
veritable smorgasboard of Australia’s most respected roots players, some of whom join Marisa for a third time on this album.

Marisa Yeaman continues to evolve as a writer and musician, a survivor from a generation of musicians to walk through, and rise from 
the smouldering ruins of an industry in crisis by remaining a truly independent artist. She has endured in her own quiet way,  
releasing her own records and travelling her own road, a seeker of meaning through her art.

www.marisayeaman.com
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“Her songs are beautiful and personal tales that 
reach right into the heart of the listener.  

She has a magnificent voice that reminds of 

Shawn Colvin and Eliza Gilkyson”
Heaven Magazine/NL



With the dust of the Australian continent firmly in her veins, travelling the nation with her family as a child, and the world since, has 
given her a bagful of life experience that would be at home in a Kerouac novel. Marisa Yeaman’s strength as a writer lies in the ability 
to connect the contradictions of the lives we lead and polarise them into songs which stay with the listener long after the notes fade. 

If songs are a journal of the times we live in, then Marisa has been writing her own truth for most of her life. Her sound is her own, worn 
off the edges of country twang, the soulfulness of the blues and the literal sensibility of modern day folk. Add a voice drenched in real 
experience, rich from a roar to a whisper, and aching with passion and you begin to understand why Yeaman never quite fits squarely 
into any musical box.
 
After many years work as a live musician in Australia, Marisa’s self released debut album ‘Pure Motive’ in 2005 climbed to number 
19 on the critic based Euro Americana Chart. Marisa’s follow up album ‘Roadmap Heart’ in 2008, climbed to number 12. Now after 
many more miles, many notes and many songs, her highly anticipated third full length album ‘Voices from the Underground’ is due for 
release March 2011.

This new album brims with stories of everyday people in several countries, characters who exist on the outside of the mainstream, the 
outsiders, misfits, and visionaries. She says, “In a world so often driven by consumption and acquisition, it sometimes feels everything 
is measured by it’s commercial value, or by potential advertising mileage. ‘Voices from the Underground’ looks beyond the veneer of 
society to tell some of the stories of people who are motivated by the ‘pure love or passion’ of what they do.”

Yeaman is a touring artist who has played regularly in Europe, UK, USA and Australia, building a loyal audience for her work and she 
has opened for some of the most respected songwriters of our times like Tom Russell and Ron Sexsmith. Her music has had radio 
airplay in over 19 countries, and accolades from across the world.

Marisa Yeaman is a truly independent artist, producing and releasing her own records and carving her own following through her  
captivating live performances. An authentic and intimate performer, she writes with the eye of a journalist, and the heart of a traveller. 
This female troubadour continues to traverse the world touching audiences large and small. 

Contact: deeppearl@bigpond.com
Marisa will be performing some private showcases at the Folk Alliance International in 2011
www.myspace.com/marisayeaman       Video footage is also viewable on You Tube.

www.marisayeaman.com

BIOGRAPHY
“An amazing folksinger, destined to grow, capable of 

instilling impressions so rare, speaking of solitude, lost 

lovers, the passing of time, with an aura of poetry”  
Roots Highway - Italy


